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About This Game

Apocalypse Night is an addictive 2D action platforming survival game in which you scavenge resources, build bases, rescue
survivors, defend yourself against hostile humans and hordes of monsters, search for new weapons and technologies, defenses

and utilities.

In Apocalypse Night your goal is simple – survive. You start in a small town that is constantly being attacked by monsters, with
only one weapon to defend yourself should you work fast.

With an addictive cycle of elimination, construction, fighting and random elements that make each match different.

Features:
►17 weapons with unique caracteristics

►4 different characters with unique traits
►20 types of enemies

►Bosses
►Simple build-and-defense mechanic

►Intuitive mobility
►3 special habilits for the player

►Randomized events
►Portals
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Title: Apocalypse Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Embryo
Publisher:
Embryo
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: WebGL updated

English
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I'm a big fan of this game. It's hilarious and well worth getting. Can play in short spurts or a real long time. Very easy to join
games!. A really great game that is both challenging and fun.. Easily a contender for my favorite game of all time. The story is a
fantastic example of handling serious issues without being preachy, never forgetting to be fun and amusing. The blend of 2D
stealth, puzzling and platforming gameplay is just about perfect, and challenging without being excessively punishing. The
controls are similar to Tomb Raider, in that they are very precise; they follow strict rules, and your every move is calculable.
The visuals are also pushed to the absolute limits of the PlayStation; you won't find any polygons in this one, and the cutscene-to-
gameplay transitions are so seamless it's uncanny.

The only reasonable gripe I can see people having with it is the difficulty. The game is not without its trial and error, for sure,
and this game lacks the quicksave option of Exoddus. I've heard some describe its challenge as ranging from "unreasonable" to
"impossible." On the front of the old PlayStation jewel case, you'll even see it blantantly say it has "inexplicably challenging
gameplay," and all you have to deal with that is a functional brain and infinite lives (you'll need them.) Oh, and magical powers.
The game might have "forgotten" to tell you that until the third level... whoops. Yes, all this game teaches you are the basics.
There isn't much hand-holding, and you will likely get the bad ending on your first playthrough. However, you will get a chance
to fix that, starting from the beginning of the final level. This was certainly a deliberate design decision. If you have reservations
about the difficulty of this game, play Exoddus first, for the quicksave, and an even larger game.. reminds me of abdu xd. There
were a couple things I liked about The Unwelcomed.
Graphics were good, not the best, some items seemed dull, but none the less, still pretty good.
Lighting was awesome. Despite it not being a horror game I still got a horror vive in the beginning which I loved. Gave it a sense
of mystery and suspense.
Best part that this game has going for it is it's challenge.. a little too much even... I unfortunately (*POSSIBLE SPOILER*)
could not figure out the math equation at the end with the two pieces of paper and I couldn't figure out what to do with the X's
and O's (*END SPOILER), and I couldn't find any help online.

The one negative I have about everything is the darn controls. They were incredibly frustrating. I think to press and hold the grip
buttons to pick up items was a bad call. It's uncomfortable, unnatural feeling, and just made grabbing items a chore at times.
Would like to see an option to change this if possible.. The art style is beautiful and the story is cute, But the game was slow and
glitchy. I requested a refund soon after. If you have a better pc you might like it.. Don't buy it!!! This game is as dead as a dead
fish. And it smells like one too!. Boring game... The dialog and the story are annoying... The art design is really not the best. I
understand it is just a visual novel for 0.99$ but heck I do expect some more.. Very nice for early access. Foundation is already
there for a deep crafting\/housing\/farming system. All survival components are in place-plus weather\/seasons! For the price-I
would say get this. Got a feeling it will continue to grow on a great base.
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Adds anti horse archer options, worth every penny to play as.. I want a refund.... Yes, I enjoyed this. Plays just like the card
Game, The AI makes a few strange moves and although I have not played all the different ones available I have won the game
by a rather large margin. Think the AI needs to be a bit stonger.
Not many playing Online at the moment and so there is no-one around to give a challenging game.
Hopefully this should improve as more people purchase the game.
So, Yes, very good but needs to be bit tougher in order to make the game really exciting.

Update. Seem to be having problems playing an online game. Message read "Object reference not set to an instance of an
object" and then the game crashes. Pity really because I was looking for some good online players. Obviously needs a little more
work to fix this bug.. Nothing compels me to give this game any more of my time, I cut my losses so should you. ♥♥♥♥.

Too much useless♥♥♥♥♥♥to learn for a game that doesnt even seem interesting :/. Pretty fun game to be honest. Music is
poor tho. Love the graphics. Good job :). The best euro I've spent ever. It lasted about 3 hours (probably could be done faster if
you realise what needs to be done or realise that there's a MAP OF THE HOUSE... T_T ), but they were very enjoyable 3 hours.
The graphics are super cute and the music is nice. The story is excellent and super funny too!. Pretty addicting. Emily wants to
play too is an amazing horror. It runs well, it looks beautiful and it has a scary vibe.
Keep in mind that there are puzzles to figure out of. If you like horrors, jump scares and riddles, you will love this! it is VERY
satisfying once you solve a puzzle. Definitely worth the price!
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